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Abstract 7

Common clamp-on ultrasonic flow meters consist of two single-element transducers placed on the pipe wall. Flow speed is 8
measured non-invasively, i.e. without interrupting the flow and without perforating the pipe wall, which also minimizes safety risks 9
and avoids pressure drops inside the pipe. However, before metering, the transducers have to be carefully positioned along the pipe 10
axis to correctly align the acoustic beams and obtain a well-calibrated flow meter. This process is done manually, is dependent 11
on the properties of the pipe and the liquid, does not account for pipe imperfections, and becomes troublesome on pipelines 12
with an intricate shape. Matrix transducer arrays are suitable to dynamically steer acoustic beams and realize self-alignment 13
upon reception, without user input. In this work, the design of a broadband 37x17 matrix array (center frequency of 1MHz) 14
to perform clamp-on ultrasonic flow measurements over a wide range of liquids (c = 1000 − 2000m/s, α ≤ 1 dB/MHz.cm) 15
and pipe sizes is presented. Three critical aspects were assessed: efficiency, electronic beam steering, and wave mode conversion 16
in the pipe wall. A prototype of a proof-of-concept flow meter consisting of two 36-element linear arrays (center frequency of 17
1.1MHz) was fabricated and placed on a 1mm-thick, 40mm-inner diameter stainless steel pipe in a custom-made flow loop 18
filled with water. At resonance, simulated and measured efficiencies in water of the linear arrays compared well: 0.88 kPa/V and 19
0.81 kPa/V, respectively. Mean flow measurements were achieved by electronic beam steering of the acoustic beams and using 20
both compressional and shear waves generated in the pipe wall. Correlation coefficients of R2 > 0.99 between measured and 21
reference flow speeds were obtained, thus showing the operational concept of an array-based clamp-on ultrasonic flow meter. 22

Index Terms 23

beam steering, clamp-on flow meter, ultrasound flow meter, Guided waves, transducer design. 24
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Design and Proof-of-Concept of a Matrix
Transducer Array for Clamp-on Ultrasonic Flow

Measurements

I. INTRODUCTION25

ULTRASONIC flow meters are used in a wide range of26
industrial applications [1]–[3], and can be divided in27

two categories: in-line and clamp-on. Clamp-on flow meters28
consist of two angled, single-element transducers fixed along29
the outside of a pipe wall. Alternately, each transducer emits30
an ultrasound wave which is transmitted through the pipe wall31
and refracted into the liquid, where it can bounce one or32
more times before refracting back into the pipe wall and being33
received by the other transducer. The transit time difference34
between the signals recorded upstream and downstream is35
proportional to the flow speed [4], at least for small flow36
velocities.37

Clamp-on flow meters have advantages compared to their38
in-line counterparts with transducers fixed inside the pipe wall.39
They can be installed without interruption of the flow and40
without the addition of extra pipe sections or making cuts41
through existing ones. Nevertheless, clamp-on flow meters42
also have disadvantages. Obtaining a predetermined spacing43
between the transducers requires a priori knowledge of the44
properties and geometry of the pipe, as well as the speed45
of sound in the liquid is needed. In practice, these values46
are not exactly known and this limits the accuracy of the47
calibration and, consequently, the measurements. Alternatively,48
the transducers can be spaced using a manual positioning pro-49
cedure, which is cumbersome, labour intensive and operator50
dependent.51

Common clamp-on flow meters use a specific wave type in52
the pipe wall (typically a bulk shear wave, but in principle53
this may also be a bulk compressional wave). This wave will54
refract into the fluid to obtain information about the flow55
speed. However, it also excites Lamb waves in the pipe wall.56
These Lamb waves interfere with the compressional wave57
refracting back from the liquid and introduce an offset error58
in the transit time differences and hence in the measurement59
of the corresponding flow speed. To tackle this issue, current60
clamp-on flow meters may incorporate an absorbing layer61
placed around the pipe wall and in-between both transducers62
with the purpose of attenuating these interfering Lamb waves63
[5]. Unfortunately, this solution is not always practical, as64
access to the pipe is often limited, and/or the pipe is covered65
by material with other purposes, e.g. heat isolation. Other66
solutions for dealing with Lamb waves in the pipe wall consist67
in modifying the angle of the wedge that forms the coupling68
between the transducer and the pipe wall, or the resonance69
frequency of the transducer, or both. Ultimately, either solution70
also requires manual displacement of the transducers on the71

pipe wall, thus keeping the process operator-dependent. 72
A pair of matrix transducer arrays has the potential to 73

tackle the current problems and limitations of clamp-on flow 74
meters. Prior to flow measurements, with these transducers the 75
properties of the pipe and the liquid, such as bulk wave sound 76
speeds and pipe diameter can be obtained using dedicated 77
measurements, and the measured parameters can be combined 78
with electronic beam steering capabilities to create a self- 79
calibrated flow sensor [6], [7]. Furthermore, the transducer 80
arrays can be cleverly excited to suppress, in transmission, 81
the spurious Lamb waves in the pipe wall while maintaining a 82
beam shape in the liquid with a clearly defined flat wavefront 83
[8]. 84

The techniques mentioned in the previous paragraph are 85
new in the context of clamp-on ultrasonic flow metering 86
and, in principle, require no input from the operator and no 87
manual positioning to improve measurement accuracy. In this 88
context, measurement accuracy is defined as the proximity of a 89
measured flow speed value to the true flow speed value (i.e. the 90
one reported by a reference flow meter). Most of the currently 91
available clamp-on ultrasonic flow meters claim an accuracy 92
no better than 97 % [1], while the best ones are able to reach 93
an accuracy above 98 % [9]. 94

There exists previous work on using transducer arrays to 95
measure flow [10]–[18]. However, these array-based solutions 96
describe an in-line configuration of the sensors. In [19], a 97
study is presented on the manufacturing feasibility of low- 98
frequency arrays made of fiber-reinforced polymer composites 99
placed outside a rectangular duct for gas flow metering. In 100
the current work, a matrix transducer array for clamp-on 101
ultrasonic flow metering within a wide range of liquid and 102
pipe parameters is proposed. An acoustic stack is presented, 103
and a detailed explanation is given for the choices that were 104
made. Moreover, the purpose of this paper is to show a proof- 105
of-concept of a functioning sensor by focusing on three critical 106
aspects: efficiency (i.e. transmit transfer function of the array), 107
electronic beam steering, and wave mode conversion in the 108
pipe wall. The proof-of-concept consists of flow measurements 109
with a prototype based on two custom-made linear transducer 110
arrays, and shows the feasibility of transducer array-based 111
clamp-on ultrasonic flow meters. 112

II. CONVENTIONAL AND MATRIX CLAMP-ON 113
ULTRASONIC FLOW METERS 114

Consider two single-element transducers, with a wedge with 115
angle θ, placed on the outer pipe wall with a center-to-center 116
axial separation x, as shown in Fig. 1a. The angled wedge 117
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allows the compressional wave generated by the transducers118
to impinge the pipe wall under a certain angle with respect119
to the normal of the pipe surface. At the interface between120
the wedge and the pipe wall, wave mode conversion occurs,121
i.e. a compressional and a shear wave get excited in the pipe122
wall. Then, at the interface between the pipe wall and the123
liquid, wave mode conversion takes places again. Here, both124
waves in the pipe wall refract into the liquid as compressional125
waves. Given the sound speeds of common metal pipe walls126
and of common liquids, Snell’s law predicts that shear waves127
in the pipe wall refract under higher angles into the liquid128
compared to compressional waves in the pipe wall. For this129
reason, common clamp-on ultrasonic flow meters use wedges130
with sufficiently-high angles to only excite shear waves in the131
pipe wall (the compressional waves will be evanescent), so132
that the longest horizontal path in the fluid is obtained and,133
consequently, the highest possible sensitivity of the acoustic134
wave to the flow is achieved. However, during propagation135
over such long travel paths, the beam also experiences more136
attenuation compared to shorter travel paths. The compres-137
sional wave propagating in the liquid may reflect a few times138
within the pipe before finally refracting back into the pipe wall139
and reaching the other transducer. This procedure occurs both140
upstream and downstream, and given that the flow velocity141
adds up vectorially to the velocity of the wave in the liquid,142
both signals will be recorded with a transit time difference143
that will finally be proportional to the desired flow speed, at144
least for flow speeds well below the wave speed in the fluid.145

To make an accurate flow measurement, the distance x must146
be adjusted correctly, otherwise, the incoming flow-sensitive147
wave does not reach the receiving transducer (Fig. 1a). Also,148
in practice, other waves such as the one reflected by the outer149
surface of the pipe wall, may also occur. Thus, the distance150
x is chosen such that the incoming flow-sensitive wave may151
be selected through time windowing. The distance x depends152
on the angle of the wedge, the bulk wave sound speeds of the153
pipe wall, the pipe wall thickness, the pipe diameter, the sound154
speed of the liquid, and also on the number of bounces inside155
the pipe. In practice, the distance x is found by fixing one of156
the transducers and manually moving the other one along the157
pipe wall until a peak amplitude is detected. This results in158
a cumbersome and time-consuming process for the operator,159
especially in hardly accessible places. Moreover, most of the160
parameters required for calibration are not exactly known and161
the procedure doesn’t account for pipe imperfections (e.g.162
variations of pipe wall thickness and diameter, effects of163
corrosion). A clamp-on ultrasonic flow meter based on two164
matrix arrays (for one array, see Fig. 1b) offers beam steering165
capabilities that can be applied to exactly aim at the receiving166
transducer without the need of manual positioning, and could167
also be used to measure the parameters of the pipe and the168
liquid [6], [7] that are required for proper calibration.169

III. BASIC REQUIREMENTS170

A. Parameter Ranges of Liquid and Pipe171

Because of the wide range of liquids used in practice, our172
sensor should be able to measure the flow of liquids with173

 

Fixed transducer   Moving transducer   Wedge   
x   

Pipe wall   

Optimal    
beam path   Flow   

θ 

  (a)

 

Axial 
Circumferential 

(b)

Figure 1: (a) Sketch of a conventional clamp-on ultrasonic
flow meter. Upon installation, one single-element transducer
is manually moved along the pipe wall to find the optimal
distance x, which depends on the properties and geometry
of the pipe wall, and on the sound speed of the liquid. The
green line represents the path of the flow-sensitive wave. Here
the wave bounces only once inside the pipe. For clarity, the
travel paths of other waves are not shown. (b) Concept of a
matrix transducer array for clamp-on ultrasonic flow metering,
with array elements along the axial and the circumferential
direction.

sounds speed ranging from cliquid = 1000 − 2000 m/s, and 174
attenuation coefficients α ≤ 1 dB/MHz.cm [20]. 175

Most pipes in industrial applications are made of steel, 176
and corresponding material properties are considered in this 177
work. The sensor should operate on pipes with inner diameters 178
ranging from 25 − 100 mm. Next to that, a wide range of 179
pipe wall thicknesses occurs in practice, therefore our sensor 180
should be able to deal with pipe wall thicknesses ranging from 181
1 − 5 mm. 182

B. Minimum Signal-to-Noise Ratio 183

Current clamp-on ultrasonic flow meters perform flow mea- 184
surements with a single-shot signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) as 185
low as 20 dB. Therefore, it is our aim to obtain a flow meter 186
design that produces this minimum value of SNR within the 187
desired frequency range and for all considered liquids. 188
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IV. MATRIX ARRAY DESIGN189

The sensor proposed in this section was designed by par-190
tially following the methodologies described in [8], [21].191

A. Acoustic Stack192

In Fig. 2a, a cross-section of the acoustic stack of the193
designed matrix transducer array is shown along the axial194
direction, and in Fig. 2b, its modeled transfer functions are195
shown. The stack was designed using the Finite Element196
software package PZFlex (Onscale, Redwood City, CA, USA).197
The acoustic stack consists of an 11 mm-thick lead coupling198
layer, 37 1.24 mm-thick piezo-elements made of HK1HD199
(TRS Technologies, Inc., State College, PA), a 1.6 mm-thick200
Printed Circuit Board (PCB) layer, and a 40 mm-thick backing201
layer. The PCB layer also included 200µm-wide air vias202
centered on the electrode of each piezo-element. The walls203
of these vias were covered by a 20µm-thick copper layer.204
A backing material with the same acoustic impedance as205
the PCB layer (6.7 MRayl) and an attenuation coefficient of206
5 dB/MHz.cm was placed on top to maximize the attenuation207
of the backward propagating waves. This was a relatively soft208
backing material, and its attenuation coefficient was based209
on practical experience with these kinds of materials. Other210
ultrasound applications, such as medical imaging, aim to211

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: (a) Acoustic stack of the designed transducer array.
The subdices of the PZT elements run up to 95 % of the
element thickness. (b) Expected performance of the designed
transducer array. There are no modes with lateral vibrations
within the frequency band of interest (0.2− 2 MHz). Both the
transmit efficiency and the receive sensitivity were computed
at the interface between the piezo-elements and the lead.

attenuate the waves in the backing by ≈ 40 dB after a two- 212
way travel path through its thickness. Based on this, the same 213
level of damping was aimed for in our application. Hence, 214
the thickness of the backing layer was set to 40 mm. In 215
the Appendix, Tables I and II report the properties of the 216
materials used in FEM simulations of the acoustic stack shown 217
in Fig. 2a, and Table III reports their dimensions. 218

B. Center Frequency and Bandwidth 219

The center frequency (thickness resonance mode) of the 220
designed matrix array was 1 MHz, located within an opera- 221
tional frequency band ranging from 0.2 MHz to 2 MHz (see 222
Fig. 2b), which covers the range of center-frequencies for 223
typical ultrasonic flow meters [1]. Usually, transducers with 224
a relatively low center-frequency are used for measuring the 225
most attenuating liquids or in pipes with a large diameter 226
relative to the wavelength, and transducers with a relatively 227
high center-frequency are used in pipes with a small diameter. 228

1) Thickness of Piezo Elements: Each acoustic layer shown 229
in Fig. 2a influences the whole resonance system and the 230
resonance frequencies of the acoustic stack. Thus, with the 231
addition of each layer, the thickness of the piezo-elements was 232
modified accordingly, resulting in a final thickness value of 233
1.24 mm, which differs slightly from the commonly expected 234
λ/4 thickness (i.e. ≈ 1.03 mm at 1 MHz). 235

2) Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR): Using the Johnson- 236
Nyquist equation to calculate thermal noise [21], it was esti- 237
mated that the average RMS noise level of the piezo-elements 238
would be in the order of 1.1µV. This would be the noise level 239
in the best case scenario, i.e. when noise from the rest of the 240
equipment is negligible. This noise level, in combination with 241
the SONAR equation [21], was used to compute the expected 242
SNR levels of the designed array both in case of compressional 243
waves and in case of shear waves in the pipe wall. Fig. 3 shows 244
the expected SNR levels, where at resonance (i.e. 1 MHz), 245
SNR ≥ 20 dB for all considered liquids, satisfying the basic 246
requirements defined in Section III. 247

C. Pitch 248

To enable spatial filtering and beam steering, the matrix 249
array should be properly spatially sampled, i.e. have a suf- 250
ficiently small pitch. To ensure this, Lamb wave modes of 251
the thickest considered stainless steel pipe wall (5 mm) were 252
analyzed. From this study, the pitch was set to 0.72 mm, which 253
is half the wavelength of the slowest propagating Lamb wave 254
mode at a frequency of 2 MHz (clow = 2900 m/s). 255

The piezo-elements were subdiced up to 95 % of their 256
thickness, as shown in Fig. 2a. The width of the sub-dicing 257
kerf was 50µm, which is the same as for the kerfs of the 258
array. This ensured the shift of lateral resonance modes to 259
frequencies of, at least, 3 MHz, i.e. outside our bandwidth of 260
interest [22]. 261

D. Coupling Piece 262

Current clamp-on ultrasonic flow meters excite shear waves 263
in the pipe wall to achieve higher refraction angles in the 264
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Computed SNR of the designed transducer array,
versus frequency and attenuation coefficient of the liquid. (a)
Compressional waves in the pipe wall and six bounces (v-
shapes) of the acoustic beam within the pipe. (b) Shear waves
in the pipe wall and two bounces (v-shapes) of the acoustic
beam within the pipe.

liquids, and therefore improve beam sensitivity to the flow.265
The way to excite such waves is by impinging a compressional266
wave on the pipe wall beyond the critical angle for the267
refracted compressional wave. To obtain shear waves in the268
pipe wall at sufficiently high incidence angles, plastic wedges269
with a much lower compressional sound speed are commonly270
placed between the transducer and the pipe wall.271

Nevertheless, the acoustic impedance of plastic (Zwedge ≈272
2.5 MRayl) relative to that of the metal pipe wall (Zwall ≈273
47 MRayl) leads to a low transmission coefficient since most274
of the impinging energy gets reflected back into the wedge.275
Therefore, in our case it was necessary to consider a coupling276
material that had roughly the same compressional sound277
speed as plastic (cplastic = 2290 m/s) to achieve wave mode278
conversion at reasonably high incidence angles, but a much279
higher density than plastic (ρplastic = 1.24 kg/m3 ) to achieve280
an impedance closer to steel and get sufficient energy into the281
pipe wall. These parameters were the motivation to choose282
lead (cL = 2200 m/s, ρ = 11200 kg/m3) as the coupling283
material between the transducer array and the pipe wall.284

The flat upper surface of our coupling piece runs parallel to285
the pipe wall in the axial direction, i.e. the coupling piece is286
not an angled wedge, and the lower surface conforms to the287

pipe wall. The thickness of the lead piece was set to 11 mm at 288
the center, and thicker towards the edges in the circumferential 289
direction. This thickness allowed for time-windowing of the 290
generated time pulses. 291

Nowadays, there is a clear drive to avoid lead in products. 292
In practice, another coupling material should be used. How- 293
ever, in this work a novel concept is presented for scientific 294
purposes, and no effort was paid to find an alternative material. 295

E. Aperture Size: Number of Array Elements 296

There are several factors that affect the accuracy and pre- 297
cision of clamp-on ultrasonic flow meters. The most common 298
ones are: the input voltage over the transducer clamps, the 299
input pulse type/shape, the system noise in reception, and 300
crosstalk. The crosstalk has an electrical and an acoustical 301
component. Acoustical crosstalk consists of spurious guided 302
waves that propagate within the pipe wall, which interfere 303
with the compressional wave that refracts from the liquid, 304
introducing an offset in the transit time differences, thus af- 305
fecting the accuracy of the flow speed measurement. Spurious 306
guided waves are coherent and synchronized in time with the 307
excitation signals, hence their effects cannot be reduced by 308
averaging in the time domain. Also, the generation of spurious 309
guided waves cannot be avoided by placing the transducers 310
somewhere else on the pipeline. As mentioned in Section I, 311
these waves may not always be windowed-out in the time 312
domain, and placing absorbing layers around the pipe may not 313
always be possible. Thus, it was assumed that spurious guided 314
waves are the main factor that limit measurement accuracy of 315
clamp-on ultrasonic flow meters. The method proposed in [8] 316
was used to define the matrix array aperture, in both axial 317
and circumferential direction, to achieve a 99 % measurement 318
accuracy. This first required to find how much these guided 319
waves need to be suppressed to achieve this accuracy. 320

A study was performed, in which two harmonic ‘clean’ 321
waveforms, representing upstream and downstream signals in 322
a flow measurement, were phase-shifted by a known amount, 323
which was later retrieved with a cross-correlation algorithm 324
implemented in the Fourier domain. In this domain, a rect- 325
angular windowed harmonic wave yields spurious oscillations 326
(Gibb’s phenomenon), which in combination with noise may 327
result in a shift of the peak of the cross-correlation function 328
from the correct place, thus causing an error in the estimation 329
of the phase-shift between the upstream and the downstream 330
signals. To minimize this error, signals with much lower 331
spurious oscillations were used, specifically 5-cycle Gaussian- 332
modulated sine waves with a center frequency of fc = 1 MHz. 333
A linear relationship was obtained between the imposed phase- 334
shift and the phase-shift computed by cross-correlation, as 335
expected. However, when a spurious signal (now being a 336
continuous sine wave with a center frequency of fc = 1 MHz) 337
was added to the ‘clean’ waveforms, this relation was not 338
linear anymore since the spurious signals introduce an offset 339
error in the relative phase-shift between upstream and down- 340
stream signals. A nonlinear relation between the amplitude 341
of the spurious wave and the induced phase shift error was 342
obtained. As Fig. 4 shows, the induced error increases when 343
the amplitude of the spurious wave increases. 344
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Considering transducer separations larger than 5 cm along345
the axial direction, and a 99 % measurement accuracy, the346
computed transit time differences were translated into an347
amplitude of a spurious wave mode via the relation shown in348
Fig. 4, and it was found that the amplitudes of the Lamb waves349
needed to be 55 dB below the amplitude of the compressional350
wave refracting from the liquid.351

1) Number of Elements along Axial Direction: Finite Ele-352
ment simulations using PZFlex were performed for a clamp-353
on flow measurement setting (Fig. 5a), assuming a liquid with354
the highest considered attenuation (α = 1 dB/MHz.cm). The355
transducer array was simulated to generate a steered acoustic356
beam. For this case it was found that Lamb waves have357
amplitude levels that are 20 dB below the amplitude of the358
compressional wave that refracts from the liquid (Fig. 5b).359
According to the previous paragraph, it was therefore neces-360
sary to further suppress the Lamb waves by 35 dB.361

Because our flow sensor consists of transducer arrays,362
several signal processing techniques based on phase-shift and363
amplitude manipulation of the element signals could be ex-364
ploited to suppress the generated Lamb waves in transmission365
[23]–[26]. Unfortunately, the element phases required for this366
suppression would add to the element phases required for367
beam steering, which would result in a significantly deformed368
acoustic beam. Therefore, it was decided to manipulate the369
element amplitudes, i.e. apply apodization, for Lamb wave370
suppression and use the element phase shifts for beam steering371
and focusing. This method was described in [8], where it was372
concluded that, for an array satisfying the given requirements,373
37 piezo-elements were enough to generate an acoustic wave374
with a sufficiently smooth beam profile to achieve 35 dB375
suppression of the Lamb waves along the axial direction. At376
the same time, upon reception a beam having the same width377
as the receiving array aperture was obtained, which maximizes378
SNR during flow measurements.379

2) Number of Elements along Circumferential Direction: It380
was desired to use the matrix arrays to also compute the pipe381
diameter using the method proposed in [7], which consists382
in measuring the Lamb waves that propagate in the circum-383

Figure 4: Nonlinear phase-shift error induced by spurious
signals, versus the normalized amplitudes of these spurious
signals. Amplitude is normalized to the maximum amplitude
of the ‘clean’ upstream and downstream signals.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5: (a) Finite Element simulation of the acoustic field
generated by a transducer array with beam steering, located
on the bottom side of a 1 mm-thick stainless steel pipe with
an inner diameter of 40 mm and filled with a fluid with
cliquid = 1500 m/s and α = 1 dB/MHz.cm. (b) Magnitude
in the wavenumber-frequency domain of the narrow-banded
time signals recorded along the bottom pipe wall (i.e. along
the same surface on which the array is located) of the geometry
in (a). The guided waves in the pipe wall have approximately
20 dB lower amplitude relative to the compressional wave
that is refracted from the flow. The white lines represent the
theoretical dispersion curves of the guided waves in the pipe
wall.

ferential direction of the pipe wall. To achieve this, it was 384
assumed that the sound speed of two guided waves propagating 385
in two opposite directions across the circumference of the pipe 386
wall should be measured within an error of 1 m/s. For a pipe 387
with the same dimensions as the one shown in Fig. 5a, this 388
translated into a transit time difference of approx. 29 ns (i.e. 389
a phase shift error of 0.18 rad considering a center frequency 390
of 1 MHz). Using the nonlinear relation of Fig. 4, this value 391
ultimately translated into an amplitude of 0.08 (i.e. 22 dB) for 392
the spurious wave that needs to be suppressed. Knowing this, 393
the method described in [8] predicted that 17 elements were 394
enough to measure the pipe diameter and the flow speed with 395
the required accuracy. 396
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F. Axial Positioning on the Pipe Wall397

To measure flow for liquids with cliquid = 1000− 2000 m/s398
and α ≤ 1 dB/MHz.cm, it was necessary to determine the399
appropriate axial separation between both transducer arrays.400
This value was found via ray tracing. Assuming compressional401
waves in the pipe wall and six bounces (v-shapes) of the beam402
in the liquid (Fig. 6a), and assuming shear waves in the pipe403
wall and two bounces of the beam in the liquid (Fig. 6b), it was404
found that an axial transducer separation (i.e. center-to-center405
distance) of 80 mm would make it possible to measure flow406
in both scenarios for the entire range of liquids considered,407
avoiding at the same time the critical angles for which the408
axial travel distance goes to infinity (see Fig. 6c). Moreover,409
at this axial transducer separation, the acoustic beam width at410
the −3 dB level (26.1 mm) was almost the same as the array411
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Figure 6: Travel path of an acoustic beam during clamp-on
ultrasonic flow measurements using (a) compressional, and
(b) shear waves in the pipe wall. (c) Axial travel distance
of the beam (equal to the axial transducer separation) versus
the beam angle in the coupling layer, for a pipe with an
inner diameter of 40 mm. The black dashed line represents
the physical location of the center of the receiver transducer
array (80 mm), and the black solid lines give the boundaries
of its aperture in the axial direction.

aperture along the axial direction of the pipe (26.6 mm) [8]. 412

V. PROOF-OF-CONCEPT PROTOTYPE BASED ON A LINEAR 413
ARRAY 414

To test the potential performance of the proposed flow 415
sensor without dealing with the complexity of making matrix 416
arrays, we identified three critical aspects to be assessed with 417
a proof-of-concept: efficiency, electronic beam steering, and 418
wave mode conversion in the pipe wall. These parameters can 419
be investigated with linear arrays, for which we fabricated two 420
prototypes. Moreover, a prototype flow sensor, consisting of 421
these linear arrays mounted on a stainless steel pipe section, 422
was used to perform flow speed measurements in a custom- 423
made flow loop. 424

A. Fabrication 425

Despite the superior results obtained using the 1.24 mm- 426
thick HK1HD PZT material, due to lengthy delivery times two 427
1.67 mm-thick plates of PZ26 (Meggit A/S, Kvistgård, DK) 428
were used to fabricate 36-element linear arrays. The choice of 429
number of array elements was made to have a simple design of 430
the electronics hardware. In the azimuthal direction, each array 431
element had a width of 0.62 mm, and a kerf of 0.1 mm. In 432
the elevational direction, each element had a height of 12 mm 433
(i.e. ≈ 17x0.72 mm). 434

In addition, a backing material was fabricated. It consisted 435
of a mix of epoxy and tungsten particles of different sizes. The 436
backing had an acoustic impedance of Z ≈ 6.7 MRayl, and 437
an attenuation coefficient at 1 MHz of α ≈ 15 dB/MHz.cm. 438
Therefore, a 13 mm-thick backing was sufficient to achieve a 439
40 dB attenuation over the two-way travel path of the waves 440
reflecting at the backside of this layer. 441

Molten lead was poured into custom-made molds to fab- 442
ricate the desired coupling pieces. To characterize the array, 443
a flat 11 mm thick lead piece was cast. For performing the 444
flow measurements, pieces with a concave shape were made 445
that would fit on top of a stainless steel pipe with an outer 446
diameter of 42 mm. This piece had a minimum thickness of 447
11 mm in its center. 448

Figure 7 shows the prototype of fabricated linear array, 449
including the array after the dicing process. In the Appendix, 450
Table IV reports the dimensions of each layer. To acoustically 451
characterize a single array, an experimental setup was built, 452
consisting of the fabricated array coupled to a 1 mm-thick 453
stainless steel plate and subsequently placed in water. 454

B. Transmit Transfer Function 455

All array elements were excited with a rectangular pulse 456
using a Verasonics V1 system (Verasonics Inc., Kirkland, 457
WA, USA). A peak transmit voltage of Vtr = 5 V was used. 458
Measurements of the acoustic wavefield were performed with a 459
hydrophone with 0.2 mm diameter (Precision Acoustics Ltd., 460
Dorchester, UK). These were used to measure the transmit 461
transfer function of the array via the following equation [27] 462

Tt(ω) =
Vrc(ω)

Vtr(ω)D(ω)Tamp(ω)Thyd(ω)
, (1)
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 7: Fabricated prototype of one of the linear arrays. (a)
Backing poored on top of the custom-made PCB. (b) Array
obtained after dicing the PZ26 plate on top of the PCB and
before applying a copper ground foil. (c) PZT array with a
20µm thick copper ground foil layer.

where ω represents the angular frequency, Vtr(ω) represents463
the Fourier transform of the transmitted time signal, and Vrc(ω)464
represents the Fourier transform of the signal measured by465
the hydrophone. The symbol D(ω) represents the diffraction466
correction of the acoustic wavefield, Tamp(ω) and Thyd(ω) rep-467
resent the transfer functions of the amplifier and hydrophone,468
respectively.469

The simulated and measured transmit transfer functions, in470
water, for the fabricated linear array are shown in Fig. 8. A471
shift of ≈ 0.2 MHz between the resonance peaks occurs, which472

Figure 8: Measured and simulated transmit transfer function,
in water, of the prototype linear transducer array of Fig. 7.

may be due to a several practical factors, such as the thin layers 473
of glue used to stack all the layers of the array. Even though 474
these layers were included in the simulations with average 475
expected thicknesses and medium properties, in practice they 476
could be slightly different and also vary a little bit along the 477
aperture of the array. Moreover, some of the piezo-electric 478
properties of the fabricated PZT may have an uncertainty up to 479
10 % relative to the nominal values used in simulations. How- 480
ever, a ±10 % change in resonance frequency as a result of the 481
uncertainty in the thickness or the elastic properties would still 482
only explain about ±0.12 MHz of the shift. Therefore, not all 483
of the difference in resonance frequency between simulations 484
and experiments can be explained by the uncertainty of the 485
properties of the PZT material. Another consideration is that 486
the backing and/or the lead piece are not made of standardized 487
materials, therefore, their acoustic properties probably differed 488
from those used in simulations. 489

The wavefield used to compute the transmit transfer function 490
of Fig. 8 was measured near the natural focus in elevation 491
(i.e. z0 = 113.5 mm), instead of in the far field, as is usually 492
applied for medical imaging probes. This was done because 493
of the relatively large focal distance of the array combined 494
with the limited dimensions of the water tank in which the 495
measurements were carried out. Therefore, the diffraction 496
correction term, which transforms the pressure measured by 497
the hydrophone (i.e. at z0 = 113.5 mm) to the pressure at 498
the transducer surface, and which was computed using Field 499
II [28], [29] and cross-checked with other simulation tools, 500
resulted to have a spike-like shape that finally resulted in 501
the curve observed in Fig. 8. However, around resonance, the 502
measured magnitudes of transmit efficiency (0.81 kPa/V) cor- 503
responded reasonably well with the simulations (0.88 kPa/V). 504
In contrast, one of the more efficient ultrasound transducer 505
arrays reports, at resonance, a value of ≈ 20 kPa/V in water 506
[30], however, if placed in a clamp-on configuration (see 507
Fig. 1b or Fig. 2a), the high reflection coefficient of the 508
water - pipe wall interface in combination with the reflection 509
coefficient of the coupling piece - pipe wall interface would 510
reduce its efficiency in water to ≈ 1.2 kPa/V, ultimately 511
comparable to the measured values shown in Fig. 8. The 512
bandwidth of the input signal used to measure the blue curve in 513
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Figure 9: Measured linear scans of the amplitude of the
acoustic wavefield in water, generated by the transducer array
of Fig. 7 for three different beam steering angles in lead.
The dashed vertical lines indicate the theoretical expected
position of the peak pressures for the theoretical sounds speeds
involved.

Fig. 8 ranged approximately between 0.2 MHz and 1.7 MHz,514
which means that outside of this bandwidth the energy of the515
excitation signal drops down faster than that of the received516
signal, i.e. Vtr(ω) in Eq. 1 tends to zero, resulting in the517
observed increase of the Transmit Transfer Function outside518
of this bandwidth.519

C. Beam Steering and Wave Mode Conversion520

In the experimental setup, time delays were applied to the521
array elements to steer an acoustic beam through the lead522
coupling piece, the metal layer representing the pipe wall, and523
finally into the water, where a linear scan of the wavefield524
was performed at a depth of z0 = 113.5 mm and along the525
azimuthal direction of the array.526

Three steering angles in lead were tested: θlead = 0◦,527
θlead = 20◦ and θlead = 40◦. Given the compressional bulk528
wave sound speed of lead (cL = 2200 m/s) and stainless529
steel (cL = 5800 m/s), Snell’s law predicts a critical angle530
of 22 ◦, beyond which only shear waves will propagate in531
the pipe wall. Therefore, for the steering angle of 40 ◦, the532
shear bulk wave speed of stainless steel (cT = 3100 m/s), was533
used. Fig. 9 shows the measured linear scans. As expected,534
the peak pressure shifts as a function of the steering angle.535
Furthermore, given the measured azimuthal location xmax of536
the main peak of a linear scan profile and the associated time537
signal from which the transit time tw of the acoustic beam can538
be extracted, the steering angle of the acoustic beam in water539
(cw = 1500 m/s) was determined from540

θw = arcsin

(
xmax

cwtw

)
. (2)

For the considered angles θlead = 20 ◦ and θlead = 40 ◦, the541
measured angles in water were θw = 15.8 ◦, and θw = 30.6 ◦,542
respectively. These were comparable to the theoretical values543
of θw = 13.2 ◦, and θw = 25.4 ◦. The discrepancies are544
most likely due to the sound speeds considered in the the-545
oretical calculations. Other evidence was the constant offset546

Figure 10: Custom-made flow loop to perform clamp-on
ultrasonic flow measurements with our fabricated prototype
arrays. The red oval indicates the location of the flow sensor
with the two linear arrays (top figure). Gravity was used to
drive flow from left to right through the stainless steel pipe
section on which the arrays were installed (bottom figure). The
custom-made 3D-printed green and blue frames were designed
with a system of screws and springs to achieve mechanical
coupling of the backing with the PCB (front screws), and of
the lead coupling piece (not visible here) with the pipe wall
(back screws).

between the theoretical and measured peak locations for each 547
considered angle. At θlead = 20 ◦, an interference effect was 548
observed between the bulk compressional and shear waves 549
in the steel, which refracted into the water with a similar 550
angle and produced the dip in the amplitude measured in the 551
azimuthal range between 20 − 30 mm. The results of Fig. 9 552
confirmed that, with the fabricated array, it is possible to also 553
excite shear waves in the pipe wall and measure flow with 554
either scenario Fig. 6a or scenario Fig. 6b. 555

Noise floor levels are slightly different for each scan in 556
Fig. 9 because, in each case, particular wave interferences were 557
occurring, which lead to measurement of a slightly different 558
peak amplitude for normalization. 559

VI. FLOW SPEED MEASUREMENTS 560

In this section it is shown how the fabricated linear arrays 561
were used to measure flow, and how new tools and techniques 562
can be implemented to achieve more precise flow measure- 563
ments. 564
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A. Setup565

A custom-made, gravity-driven flow loop was built, see566
Fig. 10. It mainly consisted of PVC pipes with a constant567
inner diameter of 40 mm, and contained a reference in-line568
ultrasonic flow meter (Optosonics 3400, KROHNE Nederland569
B.V., Dordrecht, NL). The liquid used was water. The flow570
rate was manually controlled with a valve. With this setup it571
was possible to achieve flow speeds of water up to 0.6 m/s572
for up to 15 min.573

A 30 cm long section consisted of a 304 stainless steel pipe574
(cL = 5920 m/s, cT = 3141 m/s), with a wall thickness575
of h = 1 mm and an inner diameter of D = 40 mm.576
Both fabricated linear arrays were centrally clamped on this577
pipe section via custom-made 3D-printed frames to ensure578
mechanical coupling with the pipe. As can also be seen in579
Fig. 10, the arrays were not clamped on the top of the pipe580
but rather at a sideway location to avoid the potential non-581
reciprocal effects of bubbles on the measurements.582

The axial transducer separation was 80 mm (see Fig. 6c),583
and the flow speed of water (cliquid = 1500 m/s) was584
measured in both scenarios. For compressional waves in the585
pipe wall, the required steering angle was 12.85 ◦, and the586
desired wave mode (see Fig. 6a) was expected to arrive at587
≈ 350µs. For shear waves in the pipe wall, the steering angle588
of the acoustic beam within the lead piece was 32.75 ◦, and589
the desired wave mode (Fig. 6b) was expected to arrive at590
≈ 130µs. These transit times were also cross-checked with591
FEM simulations.592

B. Data Acquisition593

Two custom-made PCBs were designed to wire out each594
piezo-element of both linear arrays to a Verasonics Vantage595
256 system. This machine was used to excite the piezo-596
elements with a 1-cycle square pulse with a center frequency597
of fc = 1 MHz and a peak voltage of 5 V. Time delays598
in transmission were also implemented with this machine to599
produce steered acoustic beams.600

Measurements with different pairs of piezo-elements con-601
firmed that the Verasonics machine kept the timing of the602
signals stable enough to perform flow measurements. The time603
jitter of the machine was reported to be ≈ 4 ps, which was604
an acceptable value given the few tens of nanoseconds of605
the expected transit time differences to be measured with our606
setup.607

Upstream and downstream measurements were performed in608
an interleaved fashion to minimize the effects of temperature609
change on the sound speed of the liquid, and therefore on610
the flow speed estimates. One thousand measurements were611
performed in each direction, with a pulse repetition frequency612
(PRF) of ≈ 87 Hz. This allowed the recording of all measure-613
ments in 23 s. Element signals were recorded with a sampling614
frequency of 62.5 MHz. Finally, all signals were exported for615
further processing.616

C. Data Processing Sequence617

For each flow speed, the signals were processed as shown in618
the flowchart of Fig. 11. The bandpass filter applied to the raw619

Load signals

Band-pass filter  
(0.2 - 2 MHz)

Time-window around wave
mode of interest

Remove signals from  
dead elements

Narrow time-window of 
wave mode of interest

Interpolate time signals with
a sampling frequency of  

250 MHz

f-kx filter of wave modes
propagating 

opposite to the expected
direction

Delay and sum

Cross-correlate

Interpolate the  
cross-correlation function

Estimate transit time
difference

Start End

Estimate flow speed

Figure 11: Signal processing sequence applied to the measured
signals from the flow sensor of Fig. 10.

signals consisted of a 5th-order Butterworth filter. Furthermore, 620
one of the arrays turned out to have 9 broken elements. The 621
signals corresponding to these elements were removed from 622
the analysis, as well as the signals corresponding to their 623
mirror counterparts from the other array. 624

A particularly powerful new tool that linear arrays bring 625
into ultrasonic flow metering is the possibility to filter out 626
undesired spurious wave modes. Given the recorded signals 627
of several transducer elements, it is possible to visualize 628
the propagating wave modes, both in the space-time (x- 629
t) domain and, after applying a 2D Fourier transformation, 630
in the frequency-wavenumber (f -kx) domain. Although the 631
wave modes could be identified in the time domain, it may 632
not always be possible to easily isolate the desired wave 633
mode because it may overlap with the undesired ones. The 634
probability of this overlap increases when the transducers are 635
installed closer to each other, and also when the sensor is 636
installed nearby other features of the pipeline, such as flanges 637
and/or valves. However, the direction (i.e. steering angle) of 638
the transmitted beam is always known during ultrasonic flow 639
metering. Therefore, the expected direction from which it 640
should arrive is also known, and will correspond with a spe- 641
cific straight line in the f -kx domain. Thus, with linear arrays, 642
this wave mode may be identified in the f -kx domain, and all 643
other undesired wave modes may be filtered-out, including 644
guided waves and reflections, to finally obtain cleaner time 645
signals to estimate the flow speed. 646

Lastly, the signals corresponding to each individual re- 647
ceiving element are delayed to align the signals for a given 648
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beam direction, and these are subsequently summed altogether.649
The obtained signals from an upstream and a downstream650
measurement are subsequently cross-correlated to obtain their651
transit time difference. This was finally used as input, together652
with the properties of the pipe and the liquid, to estimate the653
flow speed.654

D. Flow Speed Measurements655

Considering a sound speed in water of cliquid = 1500 m/s, it656
was possible to compute the theoretical transit time difference657
∆t between upstream and downstream signals measured for658
the travel paths in the scenarios of Fig. 6a and Fig. 6b. At zero-659
flow conditions (in which theoretically ∆t = 0 ns for both660
scenarios), values of ∆t = 0.55 ns and ∆t = 0.19 ns respec-661
tively, were measured for the scenarios of Fig. 6a and Fig. 6b.662
Furthermore, a median absolute deviation of mad = 2.19 ns663
and mad = 1.06 ns, respectively, was found. For the highest664
possible reference flow speed, i.e. vref = 0.6 m/s, theoretical665
transit time differences of ∆t = 39.27 ns and ∆t = 33.86 ns,666
respectively, were computed. The measured values for this667
flow speed were ∆t = 38.46 ns and ∆t = 33.80 ns, with me-668
dian absolute deviation of mad = 4.05 ns and mad = 2.39 ns,669
respectively, see Fig. 12. The slight discrepancies between670
measured and theoretical values are probably due to the chosen671
theoretical sound speed of the water. Also, when considering672
compressional waves in the pipe wall, the transit time of the673
acoustic waves is higher than with shear waves, which is the674
reason for the higher transit time differences in the former675
scenario relative to the latter.676

Other beams, corresponding to different travel paths than677
those shown in Fig. 6a and Fig. 6b, were also recorded.678
However, their associated amplitudes were lower than for the679
intended ones because their arrival position deviated from the680
80 mm axial transducer separation.681

The flow speed vf can be obtained from the acoustic beam682
path, the properties of the pipe, the sound speed of the liquid,683
and the measured transit time differences between upstream684
and downstream measurements. This requires computing the685
positive root of the following second-order equation686

[∆t sin2(θliquid)]v2f + [4bD tan(θliquid)]vf − ∆tc2liquid = 0, (3)

where θliquid represents the steering angle of the acoustic687
beam in the liquid, and b represents the number of bounces688
(v-shapes) of the acoustic beam within the pipe wall before689
arriving at the receiving transducer. Eq. 3 assumes that the690
flow speed can be sufficiently described by its average speed,691
and does not take into account flow regime effects such as692
turbulent vs. laminar flow.693

Figure 13 shows all measured flow speeds and their respec-694
tive uncertainty. Similar to Fig. 12, measurement uncertainty695
increases with the flow speed, which is due to increasing696
flow turbulence. For the measurement scenarios of Fig. 6a and697
Fig. 6b, the flow speed was obtained and compared with the698
reference measurement. At zero-flow conditions, flow speeds699
of vf = 0.008 m/s and vf = 0.003 m/s, were obtained,700
with a median absolute deviation of mad = 0.03 m/s and701

Figure 12: Theoretical transit time difference (solid lines) and
measured transit time difference (circles) between upstream
and downstream signals, versus flow speed, for the scenarios of
Fig. 6a (blue) and Fig. 6b (red). Vertical bars indicate median
absolute deviations.

mad = 0.02 m/s, respectively. Furthermore, at a reference 702
flow speed of vref = 0.6 m/s, the measured flow speeds 703
with our prototype were vf = 0.59 m/s and vf = 0.60 m/s, 704
with a median absolute deviation of mad = 0.06 m/s and 705
mad = 0.04 m/s, respectively. A linear fit between the 706
reference flow speeds and those measured with our fabricated 707
prototype was performed. The slopes of the linear fits shown 708
in Fig. 13 were 0.977 and 1.006, respectively, which suggest 709
a good correspondence between reference and measurements. 710

To compute the flow speeds reported above, a nominal value 711
of cliquid = 1500 m/s was used for water at room temperature 712
(i.e. 24 oC), which ultimately affects the accuracy of the 713
obtained flow speed values, thus highlighting the importance 714
of monitoring cliquid. This could be done dynamically by 715
e.g. using a transducer array to transmit a perpendicular 716
acoustic beam and perform a pulse-echo measurement, identify 717
the transit time of the signal reflected from the liquid-pipe 718
interface opposite to the transducer location, and use it to 719
finally compute cliquid. [7] 720

Given the water filled pipe with 40 mm pipe inner diameter, 721
all measured non-zero flow speeds shown in Fig. 13 had an 722
associated Reynolds number Re > 2500, thus measurements 723
were always conducted in the turbulent flow regime. In addi- 724
tion, the pipe section on which the sensors were placed was 725
located far away from a bend or an entrance (see Fig. 10), such 726
that the flow profiles could be expected to be symmetric and 727
the boundary layers fully developed for all measured flows. 728
This is visible in the results by the fact that no sudden jumps 729
or an apparent change in slope as a function of the measured 730
flow speeds are visible in Fig. 13. 731

VII. DISCUSSION 732

The acoustic characterization results of our first linear array 733
prototype, in particular those shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9, 734
provided confidence in the design of our future matrix array. 735
The observed differences in resonance peaks may be attributed 736
to differences in simulated and actual dimensions of the layers 737
of the arrays, as well as to differences between simulated and 738
actual piezo-electric properties of the PZT, which may differ 739
by up to 10 %. 740
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(a)

(b)

Figure 13: Measured versus reference flow speed of water for
the acoustic beam paths of (a) Fig. 6a and (b) Fig. 6b. Vertical
bars indicate median absolute deviations.

The pitch of our array ensures sufficiently dense spatial741
sampling of Lamb waves in pipes with wall thicknesses up to742
5 mm. Furthermore, the linear scan profiles in Fig. 9 demon-743
strated its beam steering capabilities. The performed flow744
measurements also give confidence in the use of transducer745
arrays for flow measurement. A clear benefit of using matrix746
arrays lies in achieving automatic beam alignment and the747
possibility of measuring the parameters of the pipe and the748
fluid.749

The region of low SNR predicted in Fig. 3a for liquids750
with relatively high attenuation may be narrowed down in751
two simple ways. First, the steering angle of the beam could752
be decreased and the acoustic beam could bounce less of-753
ten within the pipe, resulting in less reflection losses and754
propagation losses, and thus increasing SNR. Second, the755
beam steering angle could be increased enough to operate the756
sensor in the shear wave mode shown in Fig. 6b. Of course,757
the input voltage may also be increased to achieve higher758
SNRs. However, for devices with a commercial purpose,759
the standard IEC 60079-11 is considered, which states the760
maximum allowable energy emission of the device to ensure761
its intrinsic (explosion) safety, and ultimately sets its maximum762
input voltage to 5 V.763

Flow speeds measured by using compressional waves in the764
pipe wall were comparable, in terms of uncertainty, to those765
measured by using shear waves in the pipe wall (Fig. 13). In766
terms of SNR, the amplitudes of the time signals measured767

using compressional waves in the pipe wall were ≈ 1.7 dB 768
lower than the amplitudes of the time signals measured using 769
shear waves in the pipe wall. This should be compared to 770
the ≈ 3.3 dB expected SNR difference from the theoretical 771
calculations for water (α = 0.002 dB/MHz.cm) shown in 772
Fig. 3. Moreover, calculations such as those in Fig. 3 would 773
allow to decide whether to operate the flow sensor by using 774
either compressional or shear waves in the pipe wall. The 775
travel paths for the former are usually much longer than 776
for the latter, which would therefore be more preferable for 777
measuring the flow speed of highly attenuating liquids or 778
gases. Compressional waves in the pipe wall could be used 779
when the length of the pipe section in which the sensor would 780
be installed is very limited and only relatively small beam 781
steering angles are possible. 782

The results shown in Fig. 13 demonstrate the correct per- 783
formance of our proposed sensor, and that the goal of our 784
paper to show the concept of array-based clamp-on ultrasonic 785
flow meters was achieved. The Verasonics machine used to 786
drive the transducers and digitize the signals operates within 787
a 4 ps time jitter, which was decided to be enough to measure 788
the nanosecond transit time differences shown in Fig. 12. 789
Furthermore, amplitude jitter of this machine depended on 790
TGC gain and PGA and LNA amplifier settings. At their 791
maximum values, the measured noise floor of the Verasonics 792
was approximately 28µVRMS. During flow measurements, 793
these amplification settings allowed to measure amplitudes 794
well above (+60 dB) the amplitude jitter. However, the entire 795
flow metering system is not yet optimized to achieve maximum 796
measurement performance. The actual parameters of the pipe 797
and the liquid used as input in Eq. 3 were not measured. 798
Instead, nominal values were used, and these probably deviate 799
from the real ones. Future matrix transducer arrays should be 800
able to measure pipe and liquid parameters prior to flow me- 801
tering [6], [7], improving measurement accuracy. Furthermore, 802
relatively low excitation voltages in combination with a single- 803
cycle rectangular excitation pulse resulted in low acoustic 804
pressures. However, the per-channel SNR of the flow-sensitive 805
wave mode was approximately 30 dB, and commercial ultra- 806
sonic flow meters are known to operate with SNRs as low as 807
20 dB. The noise floor in the measurements was dominated by 808
the thermal noise of the amplifiers of the Verasonics machine, 809
which is higher than the noise floor levels of typical ultrasonic 810
flow metering systems because this machine is mainly used 811
for imaging applications. All these factors contributed to the 812
total noise level of the measurement, with the thermal noise 813
of the piezo-elements not being dominant anymore. Thus, at 814
this point, a comparison between our sensor and standard 815
clamp-on flow meters would not be fair, and is also not 816
the goal of this work. Therefore, future research will be 817
focused on implementing several techniques to achieve a more 818
fair comparison with current sensors, such as using higher 819
input voltages in combination with modulated signals (e.g. 820
long linear chirp, coded excitation) [31], adding a matching 821
circuit or buffer amplifiers to better match the transducers and 822
the Verasonics machine electrically, as well as using a low- 823
noise application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC) to drive 824
and read-out the signals from the piezo-elements. 825
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Even for a symmetric flow profile, measuring flow speed826
with a single travel path (i.e. either the one shown in Fig. 6a827
or in Fig. 6b), does not make it possible to reconstruct the828
flow profile, but just to obtain a mean flow speed value.829
Furthermore, if the flow profile is non-symmetric, the in-830
terpretation of the measured flow speed as a mean value831
is flawed. With matrix arrays, beam steering would also be832
possible along the circumferential direction. This would allow833
to generate different acoustic beams that would propagate834
through different star-shaped travel paths, making it possible835
to extract information about the flow profile. At the moment,836
this is an active topic of research.837

In principle, acoustic paths that differ from those depicted838
in Fig. 6 are also present, e.g. the 5 or 7 bounce versions of839
the path in Fig. 6a. The acoustical signals that travel along840
these paths are also sensitive to flow and will also arrive at841
the receiving transducer. As shown in [32], these signals could842
be used to extract more estimates of the flow speed. However,843
these beams have a different travel path compared to the beams844
shown in Fig. 6, which means that their beam width at the845
moment of arrival would not be optimal anymore to achieve846
the maximum SNR as determined in [8].847

VIII. CONCLUSION848

In this work, the detailed rationale of the acoustic design849
of a clamp-on ultrasonic flow meter based on two matrix850
transducer arrays was presented. Moreover, a proof-of-concept851
prototype based on two linear arrays was fabricated and852
characterized on three critical aspects: efficiency, beam steer-853
ing and wave mode conversion. Furthermore, the prototype854
was successfully used to measure the flow speed of water855
flowing through a 40 mm-inner diameter stainless steel pipe.856
With electronic beam steering, it was possible to measure857
flow speed in two modalities: using compressional and shear858
waves in the pipe wall. For both measurement modalities, the859
correlation factor between reference and measured flow speed860
was > 0.994.861

APPENDIX A862

A. Relevant Elastic and Electrical Properties of Materials863

For the Finite Element simulations, the compressional bulk864
wave sound speed (cL), shear bulk wave sound speed (cT ),865
density (ρ), and attenuation coefficient at a resonance fre-866
quency of 1 MHz (α) were defined. The parameters reported867
in Table I were used for the non-PZT materials. Applied868
mechanical and electrical properties of the PZT materials869
HK1HD and PZ26 are reported in Table II.870

B. Final Geometries of Materials871

The geometries of the designed acoustic stack shown in872
Fig. 2a are shown in Table III. For the PZT materials (HK1HD873
for the matrix array, and PZ26 for the linear array), an874
elevation dimension had to be defined for calculations of875
electrical impedance. For HK1HD and PZ26, this dimension876
was 0.62 mm (yielding square elements for the matrix array)877
and 12 mm (giving rectangular elements for the linear array),878
respectively.879

Table I: Elastic properties of the layers used in FEM simula-
tions for designing the acoustic stack of the matrix transducer
array shown in Fig. 2a: compressional bulk wave sound speed
(cL), shear bulk wave sound speed (cT ), density (ρ), and
attenuation coefficient (α).

Layer Elastic Properties
cL (m/s) cT (m/s) ρ (kg/m3) α (dB/MHz.cm)

Backing 3602 2396 1850 5
PCB 3602 2396 1850 0.46

Copper 5010 2270 8930 0.4
Lead 2200 700 11200 0

Stainless Steel 5800 3100 7900 0.3
Water 1496 - 1000 0.002

Table II: Electrical and mechanical properties of PZT materials
HK1HD and PZ26 used in FEM simulations for designing
the acoustic stack of the matrix transducer array shown in
Fig. 2a: dielectric constant (ε33), coupling factor (k33), me-
chanical quality factor at 1 MHz (Q), density (ρ), and stiffness
coefficients (cij).

Parameter HK1HD PZ26

ε33 2755 700
k33 (a.u.) 0.75 0.68

Q 120 776
ρ (kg/m3) 8000 7700

c11 157 168
c33 137 123
c44 22 30.1
c12 100 110
c13 105 99.9
c66 28 28.8

Table III: Dimensions of the layers forming the acoustic stack
shown in Fig. 2a.

Simulated Geometries

Layer Thickness (mm) Width (mm)

Backing 40 45
PCB 1.6 60

HK1HD (PZ26) 1.24 (1.67) 0.62
Copper 0.02 26

Lead 11 60

Furthermore, Table IV reports the geometry of the fabricated 880
linear arrays for the proof-of-concept prototype. Length refers 881
to the dimension in the circumferential direction. 882

Table IV: Dimensions of the layers forming the fabricated
linear arrays used as proof-of-concept.

Fabricated Geometry

Layer Thickness (mm) Width (mm) Length (mm)

Backing 13 45 12
PCB 1.6 60 60
PZ26 1.67 0.62 12

Copper 0.02 26 12
Lead 11 60 40
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